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This paper investigates two novel polarization- and pattern-diversity glass dielectric resonator antennas
(DRAs), both of which are for tri-band (2.4, 5.2, and 5.8 GHz) wireless fidelity (WiFi) applications. It also
investigates what type of diversity antenna is most suitable for WiFi router applications by comparing the
two DRAs, along with a new space-diversity glass DRA. These three diversity glass DRAs are also com-
pared with a commercial space-diversity monopole pair to benchmark the performance of the glass
DRA in WiFi router applications. In our polarization-diversity antenna, a double-port feeding scheme is
developed to excite different DRA modes. The frequencies of the DRA modes are tuned by using a stepped
DRA. For the pattern-diversity design, a stacked DRA is introduced to broaden the bandwidth for both the
conical and broadside radiation modes. All three of the new diversity antennas were fabricated and mea-
sured to verify the simulations. In our experiment, the bit error rate (BER) of the three diversity glass
antennas and the reference space-diversity monopole antenna was also measured, and the results are
compared and discussed. It is found that the polarization-diversity omnidirectional DRA has the most
stable BER among the three.

� 2022 THE AUTHORS. Published by Elsevier LTD on behalf of Chinese Academy of Engineering and
Higher Education Press Limited Company. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction than using vertically polarized (VP) dipole antennas. In Ref. [6], the
Diversity antennas have multiple antenna ports operating at the
same frequency. They can improve the channel capacity by trans-
mitting independent data streams [1]. In general, there are three
kinds of diversity antennas: polarization-, pattern-, and space-
diversity antennas. Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) anten-
nas are widely used in wireless fidelity (WiFi) router applications.
Therefore, it is very useful to investigate which kind of diversity
antenna is most suitable for current tri-band (2.4, 5.2, and
5.8 GHz) WiFi applications.

Radio propagation channels in indoor environments have been
studied extensively [2–5]. The effect of electric field polarization on
indoor propagation has been predicted at 1.9 GHz using a three-
dimensional (3D) ray-tracing tool [4]. It has been predicted that
the use of horizontally polarized (HP) dipole antennas at both
the receiver and transmitter ends results in lower propagation loss
performance of polarization-diversity patch antennas is compared
with that of space-diversity patch antennas at 2.4 GHz in indoor
environments. It was found that the use of VP space-diversity
antennas at both the transmitter and receiver results in lower sig-
nal error rates in line of sight (LOS) environments, while the use of
HP space-diversity antennas at both the transmitter and receiver
results in better performance in non-line of sight (NLOS) environ-
ments. Polarization diversity can consistently perform under LOS
and NLOS environments and is therefore more robust than space
diversity. Thus far, no comprehensive comparisons have been
made between different diversity antennas (including space, polar-
ization, and pattern diversities) for wireless router applications.
Compared with directional antennas, omnidirectional antennas
with wider coverage are more commonly used in wireless routers.
The performance of diversity antennas in different directions of the
azimuthal plane should also be considered. In addition to the
2.4 GHz band, there is also a 5.0 GHz WiFi band. Since a compar-
ison of different diversity antennas has not been carried out in this
band, it is of great interest to investigate different diversity anten-
nas in the 2.4, 5.2, and 5.8 GHz WiFi bands.
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Polarization-diversity antennas usually employ orthogonal
polarizations to obtain good isolation between their two ports. In
general, there are three methods to obtain an omnidirectional
polarization-diversity antenna. The first method employs multiple
dual-polarized directional antennas to form a circular array [7–9].
The second method combines a VP monopole antenna and a HP
omnidirectional antenna [10–15]. Both methods have the disad-
vantages of being large in size and complex in structure. The third
method adopts two orthogonal modes in one antenna [16–18].
This method has been widely applied to single-band
polarization-diversity designs. However, it has not been applied
to multi-band designs due to the difficulty of obtaining multiple
omnidirectional orthogonal modes at the desired frequencies. At
present, the widest bandwidth of the polarization-diversity omni-
directional antenna is 78% [15] and is achieved by using the second
method. However, this bandwidth is not wide enough to cover the
three WiFi bands. Also, there are currently no multi-band
polarization-diversity designs suitable for WiFi applications.

Usually, the coupling between the two ports of a pattern-
diversity antenna is low because the two ports have different radia-
tion patterns. In general, one of the ports has an omnidirectional
radiation pattern, whereas the second port has a broadside one
[19,20]. Different antenna types—including patch antennas, dielec-
tric resonator antennas (DRAs), and dipole antennas—have been
investigated for pattern-diversity designs [21–27]. Most of the
designs are aimed at one frequency band, and only a few of them
provide dual-band pattern diversity [22,25]. Of the existing dual-
band designs, none can cover all three of the WiFi bands. Thus, it
remains a challenge to design a compact pattern-diversity antenna
that can completely cover the three WiFi bands.

The elements of space-diversity antennas are usually separated
from one another by about half a wavelength to obtain an accept-
able degree of isolation (�15 dB) [28,29]. This diversity scheme has
been widely used because it is easy to design and implement. For
example, space-diversity monopole antennas are common in com-
mercial wireless routers.

The DRA has been widely investigated in past decades due to its
flexible 3D structure and high efficiency [30–32]. In this paper,
novel polarization- and pattern-diversity DRAs are investigated
for WiFi applications. Here, glass DRAs [33] are used to increase
the aesthetic appearance of the WiFi routers and thereby increase
their commercial attractiveness. In designing the tri-frequency
polarization-diversity DRA, a double-port feeding scheme is pro-
posed to excite different modes of the same mode family. A
stepped DRA structure is developed for tuning the targeted modes.
For the tri-band pattern-diversity DRA, a staked structure is intro-
duced to enhance the bandwidth of both the conical and the broad-
side radiation modes. A tri-band space-diversity DRA is also
designed for the first time, and a commercial space-diversity
monopole pair is used as the reference. Since it is of interest to
compare the performances of the three diversity schemes,
polarization-, pattern-, and space-diversity DRAs are compared
with one another for the first time. Their bit error rates (BERs)
are provided for a comprehensive comparison.
2. Tri-frequency polarization-diversity DRA

2.1. Antenna configuration

The configuration of the proposed tri-frequency omnidirec-
tional polarization-diversity antenna is shown in Fig. 1. The
antenna consists of a stepped cylindrical dielectric resonator (DR)
and a substrate. The two stairs of the DR have different radii (r1,
r2) and heights (h1, h2). At the bottom is a thin hollow region with
a height of hg = 2 mm. This small hollow region has only a small
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effect on the DR, but it can usefully reduce the cross-polar fields
caused by the radial feeding circuit printed on the substrate. The
substrate has a dielectric permittivity of er, a radius of rg, and a
thickness of hs. A coaxial probe connected to Port 1 is placed at
the center to excite the DR transverse magnetic (TM) modes for
vertical polarization, while arc strips are printed on the top of
the substrate to excite the transverse electric (TE) modes for hori-
zontal polarization. As illustrated in Fig. 1(b), the three groups of
arc strips form three loops with respective widths of w3, w4, and
w5. Both the outer and inner loops are composed of four angular
strips fed by a four-way power divider. The two loops are con-
nected to Ports 2 and 3, which operate in the 2.4 and 5.0 GHz
bands, respectively. In addition, the middle loop consists of eight
parasitic strips to tune the mode in the 5.8 GHz band. In practical
applications, a duplexer is connected to Port 1 to handle both the
2.4 and 5.0 GHz signals by using a single port.

2.2. Design methodology

Thus far, no reported omnidirectional antenna has achieved
polarization diversity for the three WiFi bands. To realize tri-
frequency polarization diversity in a single omnidirectional
antenna, there are two challenges: ① how to excite three pairs
of orthogonally polarized omnidirectional modes; and ② how to
adjust each pair to the desired frequency band. This work starts
with a single-band polarization-diversity design. The DR TM01d

and TE01d+1 modes are used in the first band, where d refers to
the field variation in the axial (z) direction (0 < d < 1). The resonant
frequency of the TM01d and TE01d+1 modes can be calculated by
using Eqs. (1) and (2) [16]:
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¼ c
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where f is the operating frequency, c is the speed of light in a vac-
uum, D is the DR diameter, and H is the DR height. When the rela-
tive permittivity er of a cylindrical DRA is fixed, the DRA design has
a unique diameter-to-height (D/H) ratio that gives the same operat-
ing frequency of the omnidirectional TM01d and TE01d+1 modes [16];
that is,

f TM01d
¼ f TE01dþ1

ð3Þ
Given the operating frequency f and er, the dimensions of a

cylindrical DRA are fixed. In our design, the initial dimensions of
the cylindrical DRA are D = 55.70 mm and H = 24.10 mm to obtain
f = 2.44 GHz and er = 6.85.

Fig. 2 shows the configurations of the reference and proposed
antennas. When the feeding circuits are added to the DR, the DR
dimensions used in the design are slightly different from the calcu-
lated values due to the loading effect of the feeding circuits. The
configuration of this basic single-band design (reference antenna
I) is shown in Fig. 2(a). A short probe is placed in the center to excite
the TM01d mode. To obtain a better impedance matching for this
mode, a ring slot is etched on the ground plane. Four arc strips
are also printed on the top of the substrate to excite the DR
TE01d+1 mode. The four arc strips are fed in phase by a four-way
power divider. They form an electric current loop that functions
as an equivalent magnetic dipole source. Fig. 3 shows the scattering
(S)-parameters of the reference and proposed antennas. With refer-
ence to Fig. 3(a), each port has a resonant mode at 2.44 GHz, which
fully covers the 2.4 GHz WiFi band, as expected. These two modes



Fig. 1. Configuration of tri-frequency polarization-diversity DRA: h1 = 15.000 mm, h2 = 5.000 mm, hs = 1.524 mm, r1 = 34.800 mm, r2 = 18.000 mm, r3 = 20.100 mm,
r4 = 11.800 mm, r5 = 5.800 mm, a3 = 84.000�, a4 = 35.500�, a5 = 89.000�, w3 = 4.400 mm, w4 = 3.000 mm, w5 = 4.200 mm, rh = 2.000 mm, hp = 23.500 mm, hg = 2.000 mm,
w = 0.500 mm, and rg = 50.000 mm. (a) Side view; (b) feeding circuits. DR: dielectric resonator; r1, r2: the radius of DR; r3, r4, and r5,: the radius of the feeding loops; h1, h2: the
height of DR; hg: the height of the hollow region; hp: the height of the coaxial probe; er: dielectric permittivity; rg: the radius of the substrate; rh: the radius of the hole in DR;
hs: the thickness of the substrate;w3,w4, andw5: the widths of the feeding loops; a3, a4, and a5: the arc angles of the feeding loops;w: the width of the feeding line. The width
of the slot (g) is 0.5 mm.

Fig. 2. Configurations of the reference and proposed antennas. (a) Reference antenna I; (b) proposed reference antenna II; (c) proposed reference antenna III; (d) proposed
polarization-diversity antenna.

Fig. 3. Simulated reflection coefficients of the reference and proposed antennas. (a) Reference antenna I; (b) proposed reference antenna II; (c) proposed reference antenna III;
(d) proposed polarization-diversity antenna. S: scattering.
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are TM01d and TE01d+1 with good omnidirectional radiation fields.
However, there is no resonant mode at the desired 5.2/5.8 GHz
band. Port 1 has a weak resonant mode at about 5.5 GHz, while Port
2 has two resonances at 5.5 and 5.6 GHz. Fig. 4(a) shows the electric
(E)-field distribution and radiation pattern of Port 2 at 5.5 GHz. The
E-field distribution is consistent with that of the HEM41d+3 mode. Its
azimuth (/) component of electric field (E/) has an azimuthal vari-
ation, leading to large ripples in the horizontal plane and thus to an
irregular radiation pattern. The other resonant mode in the 5 GHz
band was also examined, and similar results were obtained. This
irregular radiation pattern is not desirable for the omnidirectional
coverage of WiFi applications.

To obtain HP omnidirectional fields in the 5 GHz band, the
higher order modes of the TE mode family were considered. If
the E-field of a mode has no variation in E/, the DRA will radiate
omnidirectionally in the horizontal plane. Therefore, the higher
order mode in the / direction of cylindrical coordinates is not
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omnidirectional, and only the higher order modes in the radial
and z directions can be used. As it is not easy to manipulate z direc-
tion higher order modes when the DR dimensions are fixed, we
focus on these at the radial direction. A potential higher order
mode is shown in Fig. 4(b). Its E-field distribution has a circular
region at the center and a concentric ring in the outer region.
The fields in the two regions are out of phase. In each region, the
E-field distribution along the / direction is uniform and in phase,
with no azimuthal variations. To excite this mode, a small electric
current loop fed by another port (Port 3) is required at the bottom
of the DR. The antenna configuration (proposed reference antenna
II) is shown in Fig. 2(b), and its S-parameters are illustrated in Fig. 3
(b). It can be seen from Fig. 3(b) that a resonant mode is excited at
5.9 GHz for Port 3, which is the TE02d+3 mode, as expected.
Although it is a higher order mode, it has been able to confirm that
the radiation pattern is omnidirectional in the horizontal x–y
plane. This can be verified by the simulated radiation pattern, as



Fig. 4. Simulated electric (E)-field distributions and 3D radiation patterns of the reference antennas, showing the evolution of radiation patterns. (a) Reference antenna I in
the HEM41d+3 mode; (b) proposed reference antenna II in the TE02d+3 mode; (c) proposed reference antenna II in the TM02d+2 mode; (d) proposed reference antenna III in the
TM02d+2 mode. HEM: hybrid electromagnetic mode; /: azimuth; h: elevation; E: electric; H: magnetic.
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shown in Fig. 4(b). The tilted angle of the radiation pattern is due to
the increasing electrical size of the ground plane with increasing
frequency. Although the omnidirectional TE mode is excited, its
resonant frequency is not at the desired band, nor does it coincide
with that of the TM mode. On the other hand, the size of the DR
cannot be adjusted too far from the original values to maintain
the 2.4 GHz diversity design. Therefore, it is almost impossible to
obtain a dual-frequency polarization-diversity DRA for WiFi appli-
cations by using a conventional DR, not to mention obtaining a tri-
frequency design.

Since the E-field distributions of the higher order modes used in
this design are different from those of the fundamental modes in
the radial and z directions, a stepped DRA is proposed in order to
obtain higher degrees in the two dimensions. The resonant frequen-
cies and radiation patterns in the vertical plane of these higher
order modes can be adjusted by tuning the E-field distribution
along the radial direction. Fig. 2(c) shows the stepped DRA (pro-
posed reference antenna III), in which the same material is used
for the two layers. By using a smaller bottom layer and a larger
top layer, the 2.4 GHz resonant modes can bemaintained, as shown
in Fig. 3(c). In addition, for the VP Port 1, the 5.5 GHz TM02d+2 mode
of antenna II is tuned to 5.28 GHz in antenna III, covering the
5.2 GHz WiFi band. With reference to Fig. 4(c), the sideview of
the E-field distributions has four loops in the y–z plane: two on
the left hand side and two on the right hand side. It is known that
the electric (E) and magnetic (H) fields are perpendicular to each
other, and the H-field is strongest when the E-field is weakest in
the resonant DR. In the x–y plane, the induced H-field shows two
out-of-phase concentric loops, which are perpendicular to the E-
field loops. No variations of the azimuth component of magnetic
field (H/) are found in the H-field distribution; therefore, the radia-
tion associated with the two H-field loops is omnidirectional in the
horizontal x–y plane. This can be verified by the simulated radiation
pattern, as shown in Fig. 4(c). Nevertheless, it can be seen from the
figure that the radiation does not concentrate in the desired direc-
tion (30� � h � 90�, where h is the elevation angle relative to the z-
axis). To tune the beam in the vertical plane, part of the radiator
where the outer E-field loops are located is removed, as shown in
Fig. 4(d). In this case, the outer E-field loops near the sidewall of
the DR are weakened; therefore, their induced (outer) H-field loop
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also becomes weaker. As a result, the two H-field loops have net
radiation, and this radiation in the vertical plane can be tuned by
changing the removal part of the radiator. As for the HP Port 3, it
is found that a higher order TE03d+1 mode with a good omnidirec-
tional radiation pattern is excited at 5.23 GHz, forming polarization
diversity with the TM02d+2 mode of Port 1 in the 5.2 GHz band. In
addition, a resonant mode is generated at 5.8 GHz for the VP Port
1, which is due to the feeding probe.

However, it can be noted from Fig. 3(c) that the 5.9 GHz TE02d+3
mode deviates from the 5.8 GHz band. To tune the 5.9 GHz mode
independently, a parasitic loop is introduced close to the small
inner loop, as illustrated in Fig. 2(d) (proposed antenna). It can
be observed from Fig. 3(d) that the TE02d+3 mode is successfully
tuned to 5.8 GHz, overlapped with the probe mode. Its radiation
pattern is also improved by the parasitic strip, showing a wider
beam width. Thus, polarization diversity is obtained at the
5.8 GHz band. To characterize the DR modes of the proposed
antenna, their E-field patterns are presented in Fig. 5. It can be
observed that five modes are excited in one DR at the desired
bands.

To facilitate the multi-band diversity DRA design, a design
guideline is summarized as follows:

(1) Analyze the radiation requirement of the antenna, and then
determine two operating DRA modes for the 2.4 GHz band.

(2) Determine the dimensions of the DRA so that the two DRA
modes operate in the same frequency band.

(3) Design the feeding circuits for the two DRA modes. From the
field distribution, find suitable higher order modes that are close to
the upper bands.

(4) Deploy loading techniques (e.g., a special DRA shape, combi-
nation of different materials, feeding circuits at proper positions,
etc.) to shift the higher order modes to the upper bands.

(5) Finally, optimize the impedance matching and radiation pat-
terns for all the bands.

2.3. Measurement verification

A prototype of the proposed tri-frequency polarization-
diversity antenna was fabricated and measured to verify the
design. The DR was fabricated with K9 glass (er = 6.8500,



Fig. 5. Simulated E-field distribution of the proposed polarization-diversity DRA. (a) TM01d at 2.44 GHz; (b) TE01d+1 at 2.44 GHz; (c) TM02d+2 at 5.28 GHz; (d) TE03d+1 at
5.20 GHz; (e) TE02d+3 at 5.80 GHz.
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tand = 0.0100), while the feeding circuits were printed on a sub-
strate with a dielectric constant of er = 3.5500 and a loss tangent
of tand = 0.0027. Two photos of the prototype are shown in
Fig. 6. In this paper, a four-port network analyzer E5071C (Agilent
Technologies, Inc., USA) was used to measure the reflection coeffi-
cients, while a Satimo StarLab system (MVG, France) was used to
obtain the radiation pattern and antenna gains.

Fig. 7 presents the simulated and measured S-parameters,
antenna gains, total efficiencies, and envelope correlation coeffi-
cients (ECCs). It can be seen that a reasonable agreement is
obtained between the simulated and measured results. With refer-
ence to Fig. 7(a), the measured �10 dB impedance passbands for
the VP Port 1 are 2.20–2.70 and 5.05–5.86 GHz. For the HP ports,
the measured passband is 2.38–2.50 GHz for Port 2, and 4.90–
5.27 and 5.60–5.85 GHz for Port 3. The overlapped bandwidths
are 4.90% (2.38–2.50), 4.26% (5.05–5.27), and 4.36% (5.60–5.85),
fully covering the three WiFi bands. Among the three pairs of
modes with orthogonal polarizations, there are five DR modes
and one probe mode, and the port isolations are as high as 30,
25, and 20 dB for the three bands. It can be seen from Fig. 7(b) that
the measured VP antenna gains at (/ = 0�, h = 60�) for Port 1 are 1.0,
0.3, and 1.3 dBi in the 2.4, 5.2, and 5.8 GHz bands, respectively. The
measured HP gain in this direction is 3 dBi in the 2.40 GHz band for
Port 2, whereas the HP gains are 2.00 and �0.75 dBi in the 5.20 and
5.80 GHz bands for Port 3. In the 5.8 GHz band, the maximum gain
direction is changed from h = 60� to 30� because of the tilting-angle
effect caused by the increased electrical size of the ground plane
(the maximum gain is �6 dBi at around 30� in this band). As can
be seen in Fig. 7(c), the total antenna efficiencies of the VP Port 1
are 93%, 77%, and 72%, respectively, at the three bands, taking
impedance matching into account. For the HP Ports 2 and 3, the
respective efficiencies of the three bands are 80%, 73%, and 70%.
The antenna efficiency of the 5 GHz band is generally lower than
that of the 2.4 GHz band. This is reasonable, because the loss
Fig. 6. Photos showing the tri-frequency polarization-diversity DRA prototype.
(a) Perspective view; (b) feeding circuit and DR.
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caused by the glass increases with frequency. As shown in
Fig. 7(c), the efficiency can be significantly improved by using glass
with a lower dielectric loss tangent. The ECCs of the DRA, a perfor-
mance index for a MIMO antenna, are illustrated in Fig. 7(d). Our
simulated and measured ECCs were obtained by using Eq. (4)
[16,34]:

qe ¼
R R

4p XPR � Eh1 Xð Þ � E�
h2 Xð Þ � Ph Xð Þ þ E/1 Xð Þ � E�

/2 Xð Þ � P/ Xð Þ
h i

dX
��� ���2R R

4pXPR � Gh1 Xð Þ � Ph Xð Þ þ G/1 Xð Þ � P/ Xð ÞdX � R R 4pXPR � Gh2 Xð Þ � Ph Xð Þ þ G/2 Xð Þ � P/ Xð ÞdX
ð4Þ

where qe is the value of ECC, Eh is the h-polarized active electric field
patterns of the antennas when both ports are excited, Eh* is the con-
jugation of Eh. In Eq. (4), XPR is the cross-polarization power ratio of
the incident waves. It is set to 1 to model a uniform propagation
environment [16]. Gh and G/ are the h- and /-polarized components
of the active power gain patterns of the antenna. The symbol X
denotes the solid angle, and Ph and P/ denote the h- and /-
components of the angular power density functions of the incoming
plane wave, respectively. Ph and P/ can be statistically modeled with
a Gaussian distribution in the elevation plane and a uniform distri-
bution in the azimuthal plane for the angular power density func-
tions [16,34], respectively. The ECCs between different polarized
ports are lower than �20.0, �28.0, and �18.0 dB for the 2.4, 5.2,
and 5.8 GHz bands, respectively. Due to the orthogonal polarization,
it is desirable for them to be much lower than the criteria of �3 dB.

The simulated and measured normalized radiation patterns at
2.44, 5.20, and 5.80 GHz are shown in Fig. 8. At the elevation plane
(/ = 0�), a null is observed in the z-axis direction (h = 0�), which is
desirable for conical radiation patterns. At the h = 60� plane, the
cross-polar fields are generally lower than the co-polar fields by
17 dB. Although the radiation patterns in the three bands are not
the same, they can still provide efficient and uniform signal cover-
age in the horizontal plane for end users.
3. Tri-band pattern-diversity DRA

3.1. Antenna configuration

Fig. 9 presents the configuration of the proposed tri-band
pattern-diversity DRA, which consists of a stacked cylindrical DR
of two dielectric layers and a substrate. The two dielectric layers
of the DR have different radii (r1, r2), heights (h1, h2), and dielectric
constants (er1, er2). The substrate has a dielectric permittivity of er
and a thickness of hs. A circular ground plane is printed on the sub-
strate, and a rectangular slot and probe are used to excite the
broadside and conical radiation modes of the DR, creating pattern
diversity. The slot and probe are fed by grounded coplanar waveg-
uide (GCPW) lines, which can reduce the cross-polarized fields.



Fig. 7. Measured and simulated S-parameters, antenna gains, efficiencies, and ECCs of the tri-frequency polarization-diversity DRA prototype. (a) S-parameters; (b) antenna
gains at (/ = 0�, h = 60�); (c) total efficiencies; (d) ECCs. Sim: simulated; Mea: measured.

Fig. 8. Measured and simulated normalized radiation patterns of the tri-frequency polarization-diversity DRA prototype (black solid line: simulated; red dashed line:
measured). (a–c) VP Port 1 at 2.44, 5.20, and 5.80 GHz; (d) HP Port 2 at 2.44 GHz; (e, f) HP Port 3 at 5.20 and 5.80 GHz.

Fig. 9. Configuration of tri-band pattern-diversity antenna: r1 = 35.000 mm, r2 = 20.000 mm, h1 = 14.000 mm, h2 = 5.000 mm, ls = 32.000 mm, lm = 7.500 mm, lt = 5.250 mm,
hp = 22.000 mm, and rg = 50.000 mm. (a) Perspective view; (b) side view; (c) ground plane. GCPW: grounded coplanar waveguide; ls: length of slot; lm: stub length of
microstrip line; lt: length of open stub; The width of the slot is 1.800 mm the width of the open stub is 1.000 mm, the radius of the probe is 2.000 mm, the thickness of the
substrate is 1.524 mm, and the dielectric constants of the two dielectric layers of the DR are er1 = 6.850 and er2 = 3.000.
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3.2. Design methodology

Dual-band pattern-diversity antennas usually have a narrow
bandwidth in their upper band, as a higher order mode of the radi-
ator or a resonant mode of the feeding circuit is commonly used for
the upper band. Therefore, they cannot simultaneously support the
three bands (2.4, 5.2, and 5.8 GHz) of WiFi applications. There are
two potential solutions for a pattern-diversity design to cover all
three WiFi bands. One solution is to manipulate three pairs of
162
modes with broadside/conical radiation patterns to the three
desired bands, respectively. The other is to design a dual-band
pattern-diversity antenna with a wide upper band that can cover
both the 5.2 and 5.8 GHz bands. Since it is not easy to implement
the individual tuning of three pairs of resonant modes in one reso-
nator, we use the latter method in our pattern-diversity design.

According to the design guideline in Section 2.2, the pattern-
diversity antenna is developed step by step. It is known from the
polarization-diversity DRA in Section 2 that two TM modes can
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be obtained in the 2.4/5.2 GHz bands by using a stepped DRA.
Therefore, a stepped structure is also employed in this pattern-
diversity design, in which only one kind of material is used for
the DR. A slot is also introduced in the center of the ground plane
to excite broadside radiation patterns. The configuration and S-
parameters of this reference antenna IV are shown in Figs. 10(a)
and (b). It can be observed from the figure that, at the 2.40 GHz
band, two resonant modes are excited at 2.25 and 2.52 GHz for Port
1, caused by the DR loaded probe mode and the DR TM01d mode. A
resonant mode for Port 2 is found at 2.45 GHz, which is the HEM11d

mode. With reference to the 5 GHz band, both ports have one res-
onant mode, which is not sufficient to cover both the 5.2 and
5.8 GHz bands.

Inspired by wideband stacked DRAs with broadside radiation
patterns [35], a stacked structure with two different materials is
adopted in our stepped DRA. As shown in Fig. 10(c), a larger cylin-
drical DR with a higher dielectric constant er1 is stacked on a smal-
ler cylindrical DR with a lower constant er2. The S-parameters of
this proposed antenna are shown in Fig. 10(d). In the first band,
the two modes of Port 1 shift upward and merge at 2.60 GHz, while
the mode of Port 2 shifts to 2.54 GHz. However, the modes can still
cover the 2.4 GHz WiFi band. In regard to the 5.0 GHz band, both
ports obtain wider bandwidths compared with reference antenna
IV and can now simultaneously cover the 5.2/5.8 GHz WiFi bands.
Due to the stacked DRA, the bandwidth of the HEM12d+3 mode,
which dominates in the 5 GHz band for Port 2, is broadened as
expected. Also, the bandwidth of the TM02d+2 mode is effectively
enhanced for Port 1.
3.3. Measurement verification

Fig. 11 shows photos of the proposed tri-band pattern-diversity
antenna prototype. The materials used in this prototype were the
same as those used for the polarization-diversity design, except
for a dielectric material with er2 = 3.

The simulated and measured S-parameters, antenna gains, total
efficiencies, and ECCs are shown in Fig. 12. Reasonable agreement
is obtained between the simulated and measured results. It can be
seen from Fig. 12(a) that the measured overlapped bandwidths of
the two ports are 16% (2.30–2.70) and 17% (5.04–5.98), fully cover-
ing the 2.40, 5.20, and 5.80 GHz WiFi bands. In addition, the two
ports have high isolations of 23.5, 22.5, and 21.0 dB for the three
WiFi bands. Fig. 12(b) shows the measured and simulated antenna
gains. The measured antenna gains at (/ = 0�, h = 60�) for the omni-
directional Port 1 are 0.06, 0.96, and 0 dBi at the 2.40, 5.20, and
5.80 GHz bands, respectively. For Port 2, with broadside radiation
patterns, the measured boresight gain is 6.8, 11.4, and 4.0 dBi in
the three bands. The large gain discrepancy between 5.2 and
5.8 GHz occurs because the higher order DRA mode is disturbed
by the resonance of the feeding slot at 5.8 GHz. This problem can
be mitigated by using a larger ground plane. It was found that,
by increasing the ground plane size from rg = 50.0 to 65.0 mm,
Fig. 10. Configurations and S-parameters of the reference and proposed antennas. (a)
(c) configuration of the proposed pattern-diversity DRA; (d) S-parameters of the propos
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the simulated antenna gain at 5.8 GHz increased from 5.0 to 9.4
dBi, with only a small effect on the other bands. As can be deter-
mined from Fig. 12(c), the total antenna efficiencies of Port 1 are
82%, 77%, and 72% in the three bands, while they are 85%, 79%,
and 78% for Port 2. The ECCs obtained from the radiation patterns
are illustrated in Fig. 12(d). Both the simulated and measured ECCs
between the two ports are lower than �20.0, �18.5, and �15.0 dB
for the 2.4, 5.2, and 5.8 GHz bands, respectively, and are much
lower than the criteria of �3.0 dB due to the different patterns of
the two ports.

Fig. 13 presents the simulated and measured normalized radia-
tion patterns at 2.44, 5.20, and 5.80 GHz. At the elevation plane
(/ = 0�), a null is found in the z-axis direction (h = 0�) for Port 1,
which is typical for conical radiation patterns. In contrast, the
radiation patterns of Port 2 show a peak in the z-axis direction,
which leads to high isolation between the two ports.
4. Tri-band space-diversity antennas

To facilitate the comparison of different diversity antennas, a
space-diversity DRA for the three WiFi bands was also designed.

4.1. Antenna configuration

Fig. 14 shows the configuration of the single glass DRA and its
fabricated prototype. With reference to Fig. 14(a), the DR is fed
by a long probe, excited at the TM01d, TM01d+2, and TM01d+4 modes
at 2.40, 5.05, and 5.75 GHz, respectively. A ring slot is introduced
on the ground plane to mitigate the tilting angle of the radiation
patterns in the 5 GHz band. Fig. 14(c) shows a photo of the fabri-
cated single DRA prototype.

4.2. Measurement verification

The radiation patterns of the single antenna at 2.44, 5.20, and
5.80 GHz are shown in Fig. 15. It can be observed that symmetrical
radiation patterns are obtained at the three frequencies. At the
plane of h = 60�, the cross-polarized fields are generally weaker
than their co-polarized counterparts by 17 dB.

Two glass DRAs with a center-to-center distance of d are used to
form a space-diversity DRA, as shown in Fig. 16(a). Different space
values (d) from 0.4k0 to 0.7k0 were studied, where k0 is the wave-
length in a vacuum at 2.44 GHz. It was found that the isolation in
the 5 GHz band is generally higher than 20 dB for different d. Thus,
the effect of d is more obvious in the 2.4 GHz band. Further increas-
ing the space results in a smaller improvement. Similarly, using a
larger d will weaken the undesirable effect of interference on the
radiation pattern. As a compromise between antenna size and per-
formance, 0.5k0 was chosen in our design. The measured and sim-
ulated S-parameters, antenna gains, efficiencies, and ECCs are
shown in Figs. 16(b)–(d). As shown in Fig. 16(b), three resonant
modes are obtained at 2.4, 5.1, and 5.8 GHz, forming wide
Configuration of reference antenna IV; (b) S-parameters of reference antenna IV;
ed pattern-diversity DRA.



Fig. 11. Photos of the tri-band pattern-diversity DRA prototype. (a) Perspective view; (b) DR and feeding circuit.

Fig. 12. Measured and simulated S-parameters, antenna gains, efficiencies, and ECCs of the tri-band pattern-diversity DRA prototype. (a) S-parameters; (b) antenna gains at
(/ = 0�, h = 60�) for Port 1 and (h = 0�) for Port 2; (c) total efficiencies; (d) ECCs.

Fig. 13. Measured and simulated normalized radiation patterns of the tri-band pattern-diversity DRA prototype (black solid line: simulated; red dashed line: measured).
(a–c) Port 1 at 2.44, 5.20, and 5.80 GHz; (d–f) Port 2 at 2.44, 5.20, and 5.80 GHz.
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Fig. 14. Configuration of the tri-band single DRA and a photo of its prototype: r1 = 13.000 mm, h = 32.500 mm, hp = 23.500 mm, rs = 7.500 mm, and rg = 45.000 mm. (a) Side
view; (b) ground plane; (c) photo of the prototype. h: height of DRA. rp is 0.450 mm, g is 0.500 mm, hs is 1.524 mm, and er is 3.550.

Fig. 15. Measured and simulated normalized radiation patterns of the tri-band single DRA prototype (black solid line: simulated; red dashed line: measured). (a) 2.44 GHz;
(b) 5.20 GHz; (c) 5.80 GHz.

Fig. 16. Measured and simulated S-parameters, antenna gains, efficiencies, and ECCs of the proposed tri-band space-diversity DRA prototype. (a) Configuration;
(b) S-parameters; (c) antenna gains at (/ = 0�, h = 60�) and total efficiencies for Port 1; (d) ECC.
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bandwidths that can cover the entire 2.4 and 5.0 GHz bands. The
measured isolations between the two ports of the space-diversity
DRA are 14.0, 22.0, and 26.0 dB in the 2.4, 5.2, and 5.8 GHz bands,
respectively. Fig. 16(c) presents the measured and simulated
antenna gains and efficiencies. The measured antenna gains at
(/ = 0�, h = 60�) for Port 1 are 2.7, 1.3, and 1.3 dBi in the three
bands. High efficiencies of 90%, 88%, and 86% are also obtained
within the three bands. As shown in Fig. 16(d), the measured ECCs
are �11.5, �20.0, and �27.0 dB in the three bands, due to the
increased separation distance with increased frequency.

The simulated and measured normalized radiation patterns of
Port 1 at 2.44, 5.20, and 5.80 GHz are shown in Fig. 17. At the ele-
vation plane (/ = 0�), the radiation patterns are not as symmetrical
as those of the single antenna. This is reasonable, because some
fields are disturbed by the adjacent DRA, leading to a gain variation
at the (h = 60�) plane.
4.3. Measurement of space-diversity commercial monopoles

To benchmark the performance of the proposed glass DRAs, two
commercial monopoles with a distance of d = 61 mm (0.5k0 at
2.44 GHz), forming space diversity, were also measured as a refer-
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ence. A photo of the monopoles is provided in Fig. 18(a). The mea-
sured S-parameters, antenna gains, efficiencies, and ECC obtained
from the measured radiation patterns are illustrated in Figs.
18(b)–(d). With reference to Fig. 18(b), the measured�10 dB impe-
dance passbands are 2.22–2.54, 5.14–5.32, and 5.48–6.00 GHz,
fully covering the three WiFi bands. The isolations between the
two ports are also shown in the figure, at 14.5, 24.5, and 24.6 dB.
Within the three bands, the measured antenna gains are 0, 0.50,
and 0.35 dBi. Relatively low efficiencies of 67%, 64%, and 60% are
observed. It can be seen from Fig. 18(d) that the ECCs of the
space-diversity monopoles are �13.6, �21.8, and �23.0 dB, which
are comparable with those of the space-diversity DRA.

Fig. 19 shows the measured radiation patterns of the space-
diversity monopoles. The measured radiation patterns are more
symmetrical and uniform compared with those of the space-
diversity DRA. This is because the monopole is thinner, resulting
in fewer reflected fields.
5. Comparison of diversity antennas

The four diversity antennas described above have comparable
antenna gains around h = 60�in their conical beams. With reference



Fig. 18. Photo of a commercial space-diversity monopole pair and its measured S-parameters, antenna gains, efficiencies, and ECCs. (a) Photo of space-diversity monopoles;
(b) S-parameters; (c) antenna gains at (/ = 0�, h = 60�) and total efficiencies for Port 1; (d) ECC.

Fig. 19. Measured normalized radiation patterns of the commercial space-diversity monopole antennas. (a) 2.44 GHz; (b) 5.20 GHz; (c) 5.80 GHz.

Fig. 17. Simulated and measured normalized radiation patterns of the proposed tri-band space-diversity DRA prototype (black solid line: simulated; red dashed line:
measured). (a) 2.44 GHz; (b) 5.20 GHz; (c) 5.80 GHz.

Fig. 20. Photographs showing the measurement setup. (a) Measurement scheme;
(b) transmit and receive antennas. TX: transmitting; RX: receiving; AUT: antennas
under test.
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to the antenna efficiencies, the space-diversity monopoles have
relatively low efficiencies of 60%–67%. The other three diversity
antennas have efficiencies of 70%–90%. To provide a more compre-
hensive comparison, the BER of the four diversity antennas were
measured using a 2T2R MIMO system composed of a PXIe Chassis
M9018B Advanced Switch Fabric (Keysight Technologies, Inc., USA)
and a DSO-X 91604A Oscilloscope (Agilent Technologies, Inc., USA).
To avoid the time-varying background noise in a real environment,
our BER measurements were done in an anechoic chamber. As the
antennas under test (AUT) have omnidirectional radiation fields,
they were rotated 90� after the measurement of each direction.
Thus, four directions (/ = 0�, 90�, 180�, and 270�) were considered
in our measurement to check the radiation uniformity of the diver-
sity antennas. In the measurement, the four diversity antennas for
tri-band WiFi routers were used as the receiver, while a diversity
antenna consisting of two monopoles was used as the transmitter.
To provide a comprehensive comparison, all three fundamental
end-user cases were considered in our chamber measurements:
namely, the case of two vertical (VV) monopoles, the case of one
vertical monopole and one horizontal (VH) monopole, and the case
of two horizontal (HH) monopoles. Other variant cases can be
regarded as a partial superposition of the three cases and are there-
fore not included here for brevity. If a Rayleigh environment is
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used, the polarization of the incident wave could be altered, and
the VV and HH cases may have stronger cross-polar fields. In that
case, the BER could be close to that of the VH case.

Fig. 20 shows the experimental setup of the 2T2R MIMO system
using the WLAN 802.11ac protocol for the BER test. The different
diversity antennas can also be used in the WLAN 802.11ax (WiFi
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6) protocol. For the 802.11ac protocol, the ideal data rate can be
obtained as follows:

Date rate ¼ NSD � NBPSCS � R� NSS=ðTDFT þ TGIÞ ð5Þ

where the symbols are defined as follows (the bracket shows the
value of the parameter used in the experiment):

NSD: number of data subcarriers (NSD = 52),
NBPSCS: number of coded bits per subcarrier per stream
(NBPSCS = 4),
R: coding (R = 3/4),
NSS: number of spatial streams (NSS = 2),
TDFT: OFDM symbol duration (TDFT = 3.2 ls),
TGI: guard interval duration (TGI = 0.8 ls).

By using these values for the parameters in the SystemVue soft-
ware (Keysight Technologies, Inc., USA) for Keysight test equip-
ment, the data rate is 78 Mb�s�1. When the BER > 0, the real data
rate can be obtained using the formula:
Fig. 21. Measured BERs for the four diversity antenna
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Real date rate ¼ Date rate� ð1� BERÞBPF ð6Þ
where BPF (bits per frame) is 100 in our experimental setting.
Fig. 21 shows the measured BERs at 2.44, 5.20, and 5.80 GHz. It

can be observed from Fig. 21(a) that, when both the transmitting
monopoles are VP (the VV case) at 2.44 GHz, the space-diversity
DRA that has the same polarization as the transmitting antennas
requires the lowest input power to obtain a BER of less than 1%.
However, the space-diversity DRA’s performance varies greatly in
different directions. To keep the BER within 1%, the required power
of the polarization-diversity DRA is a little larger than that of the
space-diversity DRA, which is reasonable, because one port of the
polarization-diversity DRA has a different polarization from the
transmitting antennas. Nevertheless, stable performances are
observed across different directions for the polarization-diversity
DRA. For the two transmitting antennas in the VH and HH cases,
the polarization-diversity DRA requires the lowest input power
to keep its BER at less than 1% and remains the most stable across
s. (a–c) 2.44 GHz; (d–f) 5.20 GHz; (g–i) 5.80 GHz.
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different directions. This implies that, when the transmitting
power is fixed, the polarization-diversity DRA has the largest cov-
erage distance with the most even signal around it.

With reference to the pattern-diversity DRA, the required
power varies significantly in different directions. This is because
one of the ports has broadside radiation patterns, resulting in
non-uniform fields and different polarizations in the azimuthal
plane. Similar phenomena can be observed at 5.2 and 5.8 GHz. Also,
it is observed that, when the transmitting monopoles are HP, the
VP space-diversity monopoles can still work. In actual application,
monopole antennas do not have a pure polarization due to the
inevitable curved feeding cable and the lack of radio frequency
(RF) chokes. Owing to this feature, space-diversity monopole
antennas can work regardless of the polarization of the incident
electromagnetic wave. However, their performance is not stable
in different directions.

According to the reciprocity principle, the same results will be
obtained if the transmitting and receiving antennas are exchanged.
It can be concluded that omnidirectional polarization-diversity
antennas provide the most stable coverage among different diver-
sity antennas. These antennas also have the largest coverage dis-
tance in most cases when different diversity antennas have
comparable antenna gains.
6. Conclusions

Polarization-, pattern-, and space-diversity antennas were
investigated for tri-band WiFi applications. These diversity anten-
nas were also comprehensively compared for the first time in this
paper. A novel tri-frequency polarization-diversity DRA fed by two
loops and a probe was obtained for WiFi applications. By using a
double-port feeding scheme and a stepped DRA structure,
different-order TE modes could be excited and tuned to the 2.4,
5.2, and 5.8 GHz bands. Simultaneously, TM modes could also be
tuned to the 2.4 and 5.2 GHz bands, while a probe mode was
adjusted to 5.8 GHz. Polarization diversity was obtained with an
isolation greater than 20 dB for the three bands. This
polarization-diversity omnidirectional antenna was then fabri-
cated and measured. The measured antenna gains (/ = 0�,
h = 60�) were 1.0, 0.3, and 1.3 dBi for the vertical polarization
and 3.00, 2.00, and �0.75 dBi for the horizontal polarization in
the three bands.

A novel tri-band pattern-diversity DRA fed by a probe and a slot
was obtained. By using a stacked DRA structure, the bandwidth
was efficiently enhanced for both the conical and the broadside
radiation modes. Thus, the pattern-diversity antenna can cover
the 2.4 GHz band and the entire 5 GHzWiFi band, with an isolation
greater than 20 dB being obtained between its two ports. The mea-
sured antenna gains were 0.06, 0.96, and 0 dBi at (/ = 0�, h = 60�)
for the omnidirectional port in the three WiFi bands, and 6.8, 11.8,
and 4.0 dBi at (h = 0�) for the directional port.

To facilitate the comparison, a space-diversity omnidirectional
DRA was also designed in the three WiFi bands. The measured
gains at (/ = 0�, h = 60�) were 2.7, 1.3, and 1.3 dBi in the three
bands. The measured isolations between the two ports were 14,
22, and 26 dB in the three bands. To provide a reference, a commer-
cial space-diversity monopole pair was also measured, with
antenna gains of 0, 0.35, and 0.50 dBi within the three bands.

Furthermore, the BERs of the four diversity antennas were mea-
sured and compared. Three cases of antenna placement in end
users were considered. It was observed that the polarization-
diversity antenna had the most stable BER performance in different
directions of the azimuthal plane. This implied that the signal cov-
erage around the antenna was the most uniform. In most cases, the
polarization-diversity antenna can provide the largest coverage
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distance. Also, it should be mentioned that DRAs were only used
for the ease of their tri-band diversity designs, and the conclusions
remain valid for other antenna types.
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